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Basic information about Slovakia
• 5.4 mil. inhabitants (app. 19% of ethnic and national minorities
• Formerly Czecho-Slovakia (peaceful country split in 1993)

• Vibrant civil society app. 60 000 registered NGOs
• Religeous affiliation – 67% Catolics, 8% protestants, 13% atheists/agnostic

Examples of average salaries
Slovakia 2013

Business Consultant
in Bratislava
(50 years)

3000-4000
eur

NGO leader in
education services
in Banska Bystrica
(37 years)

900- 1250
eur

Hospital nurse
in Košice region
(20 years)

600- 750
eur

Changes in family structure
during two generations
in Slovakia

Typical Family in 1970

Typical Family in 2020

Average Slovak unemployment rate in
2020- around 6 %

Main dividing lines
in the Slovak society :
- attitudes to minorities (mostly Roma)
and hostile public policy against migrants
- traditional vs. modern family
- inter-faith
tensions
INCREASING
POLARIZATION
- fact based and conspiracy movement
- opinion(missing
divisions linked
to Covid 19 pandemics
bridgebuilders)

Main dividing lines in society
- attitudes to minorities (mostly Roma)
and hostile public policy against migrants
- traditional familiy vs nontraditional families
- fact based and conspiracy movement
- opinion divisions linked to Covid-19

„Who will help Slovakia ?“ – civic movement
- 1,2 mil euro collected from people

PILOTS FOR PEOPLE INITIATIVE
face masks, respirators, gloves, thermometers,
oxygen radiation, desinfection
materials distributed to 320 villages and cities...
80 volunteer pilots

Roma ghettos
may 2020

Conspiracy theories during COVID-19

Practical part:
Discuss in groups following situations and “answer” the
questions:
1. Reaction: What has to be done immediately in this situation? Who should act and how?
2. Background: What are the causes of the current situation? What circumstances influence it?
3. Strategy: What can be done to prevent polarisation and/or conflict? What measures can be taken? What
policies? What type of behaviour should be promoted?

• Group 1 A young man was murdered in a robbery overflow near a nightclub downtown of the city Welltown (100
k inhabitants). In two days, media brought unconfirmed information that the robbers were immigrants from Africa.
Immediately the local right-wing and extremist political party members released statements like: „Stop killing our
brothers“. Several hundreds people joined rallies under the slogan: Stop immigration! Send them all back home... etc.
Some people with „non-European look“ got injured.

• Group 2 In a real-estate neighbourhood on the city periphery that shelters women that were subjected to domestic
violence is to be built by local human rights NGO. The permission for building was issued according to the law. In the time
when neighbours were supposed to raise questions and comments within the permission procedure, nobody noticed this
plan published on the city district website. Building has started and local people become upset. They organized petition to
the mayor and local government, organized rally covered by local city media. Their argument is that around the shelter
bad people will gather and (although not articulated directly) there are doubts about the women who will be placed there.

• Group 3 There are two primary schools nearby in one city district. For economic reasons, local government intends to
close one of them. For two years already it is obvious that the VIOLET school is the one that is going to be closed because
it has very few pupils, bad economy and worse education results. Instead, the school DAISY is much better off. Just before
the decision is being taken by the local government, the parents of the school VIOLET protest, because they do not want
their children to travel longer distance to the school DAISY. Besides, DAISY is run by the Catholic Church. Some argue that
in DAISY pupils get better quality education. Some see the role of school not only as an education institution, but as a
community centre, which will be lost. School is going to be closed and the building rented to the private company.

• Group 4 In the city Freedomtown the infection of measles started to spread. Physicians recorded so many cases that they
start to define it as an epidemic. Analysing data, public health workers came to conclusion that critical number of children
in pre-school facilities were not vaccinated, because their parents did not want to. However, there are voices in media
saying that the generator of the “plague” is Roma community, because many of them live under the level of poverty, do
not go to doctor regularly and don’t follow basic hygienic rules. Schools and pre-school facilities had to be closed. Nonvaccinated children will probably not be allowed to attend them. Their parents are complaining referring to their right to
decide about vaccination. Three small children had already died. There was an attempt to burn the Roma slum nearby the
city.

Group 5 In a small and remote village, an international organization TREE had bought a big piece of land where it wants to
start building a school campus. It will be a big international college for students from all over the world. About 1000 students
will be studying and living there, almost all of them from abroad, not speaking local language, some of them of different skin
colour… A part of the community is strongly against, being afraid of so many youth (more than present number of village
inhabitants) and foreigners. The truth is that these students are not planned to be integrated into local community, rather
live isolated in the campus. There will be some jobs open for the villagers, but not many and all only low-qualified. The village
got income from selling the land and the TREE promised to contribute to reconstruction of the green zone inside the village.
Some people claim that TREE is paid by Soros and signed petition against it.

